SOMMELIER’S CHOICE
			

CHAMPAGNE

150ml

750ml

BRUT
Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin, Yellow Label		
NV		
This golden-yellow wine is immediately pleasing to the nose while its complexity explodes on
the palate. The initial notes of fruit are followed by more discreetaromas of brioche and vanilla.
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Sidewood, Adelaide Hills, Sauvignon Blanc, Australia 		
2018		
The nose offers a smorgasbord of tropical fruits with piercing concentration. The palate
abounds with textural grapefruit and lemon pith that pins back expansive passionfruit and
boysenberry. The finish has a savoury textural grip and zesty acidity, will get even better
over the short term.
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Wittmann, Westhofener, Trocken, Riesling, Germany		

2018		
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Trinity Hill, Hawkes Bay, Pinot Gris, New Zealand		
2017		
Aromas of stone fruits: white nectarine, peach, apricot, with subtle notes of pear and honey.
soft acidity, oily in the mid-palate. Soft honey flavors, yellow apple, pear and florals. Rounded
and smooth.
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Chablis, Domaine Seguinot-Bordet, France 		
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SPARKLING
Canaletto Prosecco Brut		
NV		
Fruity, with a rich scent of green apples and citrus in particular lemon and grapefruit, tight palate
with a refreshing bead and quite pronounced floral aromas of wisteria and acacia blossom.

ROSÉ
Miraval Rosé, Famille Perrin, Côtes de Provence, France 		

2020		

Elegance: beautifully fresh, it exudes aromas of fresh fruit, currants and fresh rose with a zest
of lemon. The refinement continues in the mouth with beautiful liveliness and gourmet notes
that subtly balance the mineral and saline notes. An irresistible wine that ends with a long finish
with lemony notes.

WHITE

The typical limestone minerality of the Premier Cru site mingles with grapefruit aromas
and a delicate spice that draw on exotic fruits such as papaya and lime. Beautiful freshness
enhanced with a firm, fine saline minerality. Complex and deep.

2018		

Very pretty pale golden yellow in colour with light greenish glints. Bright, luminous and limpid.
The taste is perfect harmony of maturity, mellowness and vivacity..

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and subject to 10% service charge

		

150ml

RED

Bel-Ami, Tumbarumba, Pinot Noir, Australia		

750ml

2016		 37

170

Château de Lamarque, Haut-Médoc, Bordeaux, France 		
Pure, aromatic fruit, black and red fruit to the fore, scented with violets. Fresh cherries
and red fruit prevail, sherbet and white pepper spice. Attractive, perfumed finish with a
decisive mineral streak.
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JC’s Own, Barossa Valley, Ferine, Grenache, Australia		

2018		
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Delightful aromas of black cherry, mint and a hint of oregano. The complex palate is
packed with ripe berry and savoury, gamey flavours. Low yielding vineyards in the
Tumbarumba, producing small bunches of intensely flavoured berries.

Bouquet is filled with soused cherry, raspberry, cola and sweet fragrant spice. The
palate is ripe and juicy, the acidity feels brisk against the backdrop of sour cherry.
There’s a sweet and sour, edging towards a Campari feel (and in a good way) to all the
fruit along with a ‘crunch’ which intrigues.
Trinity Hill, Hawkes Bay, Gimblett Gravels Syrah, New Zealand		
Has a deep and youthful vibrant crimson color. Wild raspberry, blueberry, cracked pepper
and hints of vanilla bean show on the nose. Powerful and balanced ripe tannins give the
wine great savory structure.

DESSERT			
Rolf Binder, Barossa Valley, Late Harvest Riesling, Australia 		

2012 		

Pure, fresh floral nose with lavender and lime blossom; no botrytis influence in the aromatics.
The sweet silky palate shows a little exotic botrytis fruit but pithy lime and green apple
dominate and combine with zesty acidity to leave an overall impression of fresh fruit.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and subject to 10% service charge.
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